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UNDP EQUATOR INITIATIVE CASE STUDY SERIES
Local and Indigenous communities across the world are 
advancing innovative sustainable development solutions 
that work for people and for nature. Few publications 
or case studies tell the full story of how such initiatives 
evolve, the breadth of their impacts, or how they change 
over time. Fewer still have undertaken to tell these stories 
with community practitioners themselves guiding the 
narrative. The Equator Initiative aims to fill that gap.

The Equator Initiative, supported by generous funding 
from the German Federal Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and the Norwegian 
Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD), awarded 
the Equator Prize 2019 to 22 outstanding local community 
and Indigenous peoples initiatives from 16 countries. Each 
of the 22 winners represents outstanding community and 
Indigenous initiatives that are advancing nature-based 

solutions (NBS) for climate change and local sustainable 
development. Selected from 847 nominations from across 
127 countries, the winners were celebrated at a gala event 
in New York, coinciding with UN Climate Week and the 
74th Session of the UN General Assembly. The winners are 
sustainably protecting, restoring, and managing forests, 
farms, wetlands, and marine ecosystems to mitigate 
greenhouse gas emissions, help communities adapt to 
climate change, and create a green new economy. Since 
2002, the Equator Prize has been awarded to 245 initiatives.

The following case study is one in a growing series that 
describes vetted and peer-reviewed best practices 
intended to inspire the policy dialogue needed to 
scale nature-based solutions essential to achieving the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

http://equatorinitiative.org/index.php?option=com_winners&view=casestudysearch&Itemid=858


KEY FACTS
Equator Prize winner  Founded

2019 1993

Location 

Ho‘olehua, Hawai‘i, United States

Beneficiaries

Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi directly benefits the ‘ohana 
(families), fishers, gatherers, practitioners of the Pālā‘au 
Ho‘olehua Hawaiian Homestead community and 
Pālā‘au moku residents. Their work indirectly benefits 
communities statewide through leadership within two 
regional networks

Thematic areas 

Marine and coastal conservation/sustainable 
development, Preservation of Indigenous or traditional 
knowledge, Natural climate solutions

Fields of work

Sustainable fisheries management, Ecosystem restoration, 
Eco-monitoring or patrols

Sustainable Development Goals addressed

EQUATOR PRIZE 2019 WINNER FILM

PROJECT SUMMARY
In a remote area of the Hawaiian Island of Molokaʻi, 
Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi brings together native 
Hawaiians to sustainably manage their marine 
waters and fisheries in the face of climate change. 
Drawing on traditional ecological knowledge and 
values passed down for generations, the group 
manages its nearshore fisheries using the art of kilo, 
which monitors moon cycles and their effects on 
marine species and ecosystems. Pono fishing, or re-
sponsible fishing, ensures a healthy and abundant 
ecosystem. Through family fishing camps, place-
based education, learning activities, and advocacy, 
Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi passes on these practices 
to the younger generation. A pioneering model, 
the group has inspired the formation of learning 
networks that have supported the work of 53 simi-
lar communities across the Hawaiian Islands.

The depiction and use of boundaries and related information shown 
on maps or included in text of this document are not guaranteed to 
be free from error, nor do they imply official acceptance or recognition 
by the United Nations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWmqk8vbqYI
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The island of Molokaʻi sits in the middle of the Hawaiian 
archipelago, east of Oʻahu, and north of Lāna‘i.  Just 38 miles 
long and 10 miles wide, it hosts less than 10,000 residents. 
Mo‘omomi, on the north shore of Moloka‘i, was historically 
a place of great abundance. Early accounts from Hawai‘i’s 
oral history tell of a time when inhabitants trekked or 
canoed from across the island to get to the rugged shores 
of Mo‘omomi where they would monitor and manage 
abundant fishing grounds called ko‘a, which were marked 
by kūʻula (fishing shrines). Moloka‘i communities thrived, 
relying heavily on marine and terrestrial resources to build 
resilient and healthy livelihoods while managing their 
ecology for future generations. 

Yet, today, marine resources are in decline and Hawaiʻi is 
one of the most threatened biodiversity hotspots in the 
world, particularly vulnerable to natural disasters, climate 
change, and human impacts. In order to reclaim their food 
security, restore their coastal ecosystems, and mitigate 
the effects of climate change, the volunteer-powered 
organization Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi is on a mission 
to return to the time-tested successful practices of their 
kūpuna (ancestors) that kept their resources healthy for 
many generations.

Origin and structure

Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi emerged in the early 1990s 
when local fishers and homesteaders observed increasing 
trends of marine resource depletion across the shores and 
waters of Molokaʻi. The leaders of Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi 
encouraged the community to restore the traditional 
fishing practices of their ancestors, who since 900 A.D., 
under the governance of a konohiki (resource specialist) 
upheld the integrity of fisheries across Molokaʻi. Despite 
the impacts of political changes and the suppression of 
traditional cultural and spiritual systems, master fisherfolk 
of the area still retained and practised many ancestral 
fishing methods. By creating Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi, 
their knowledge can be preserved, understood, and used 
to ensure a sustainable and resilient future. 

Over the years, the group’s work has become a model 
for community-driven environmental action that has 
given rise to a movement of communities leading the 
way in ensuring the health and abundance of Hawaiʻi’s 

natural resources. In particular, Hui Mālama O Moʻomomi’s 
early research and advocacy on the marine resources of 
Moʻomomi paved the way for the Community-Based 
Subsistence Fishing Area (CBSFA) policy model within the 
Hawai‘i State government.

Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi is structured as a volunteer 
organization, funded through periodic grant awards. 
Leadership consists of a governing board of local Molokaʻi 
natives, kūpuna, family representatives, fishers, and 
konohiki advisors. The group manages nearshore fisheries 
using the art of kilo (environmental observation), pono 
(responsible) fishing, and monitoring moon cycles and 
their effects on marine species. Group activities, motivated 
by the intersection of community and environmental 
needs, include intergenerational educational programs, 
coastal and ocean clean-ups, land and marine restoration 
and management, environmental monitoring, and policy 
and advocacy campaigns.  
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LOCAL CHALLENGES 

Unraveling of traditional ecological knowledge

For much of Moloka‘i history, traditional ecological 
knowledge was passed down and administered through 
konohiki (resource specialist and overseer) within each 
watershed. The konohiki ensured harvest was in balance 
with the natural cycles and seasons. They understood the 
carrying capacity of a place and ensured ecosystems could 
re-grow and re-populate. The knowledge passed down 
from one konohiki to the next was built upon place-based 
resource observations. These place-based practices had 
proven, observed benefits for ecosystems and communi-
ties practised these methods together for millennia. 

In 1850, under incredible pressure from outsiders, the 
Kingdom of Hawai’i passed the Kuleana Act of the Great 

Mahele (division), which redistributed communal lands 
to create private property. This Mahele drastically altered 
the relationship of the  kamaʻāina  (native Hawaiian; liter-
ally child of the land) with their ancestral land. As Hawai’i 
abandoned the   system, management of natural resources 
shifted away from community-based management and 
traditional ecological practices. Today, the values of com-
munity and environmental sustainability once inherent 
within the Hawaiian socio-economic structure continue to 
be challenged by other values. Commercial fishing has in-
troduced new cultural perceptions and social behaviours 
that deviate from a traditional subsistence and conserva-
tion worldview. 

Declining marine resources and food security 

For over 20 years, Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi members 
monitored and evaluated the northern coast of Molokaʻi, 
showing scientific evidence of their observed decline in the 
size, population and catch of local fish such as ula (Panulirus 
spp.), kūmū (Parupeneus porphyreus), uhu (Scaridae spp.), 
kole (Ctenochaetus strigosus), and moi (Polydactylus sexfilis). 
Their data is supported by similar studies conducted by 
Hawaiian researchers across the main islands. A greater 
influx of consumer products, including plastics, as well as 
warming seas have also been observed. 

In response to declining fish stocks, the state of Hawai‘i 
sponsored a research task force in 1994 to understand 
subsistence on Moloka‘i. The task force found that 
per household, seafood consumption in Ho‘olehua, a 

community central to the Moʻomomi coastal area of 
Molokaʻi, is about ten times greater than households on 
the neighbouring island of O‘ahu. Overall, they found that 
Moloka‘i residents are highly dependent on subsistence 
fishing and agriculture, making the need to protect local 
food resources high. 

The trend is pervasive across Hawai‘i, with 75 percent of 
all small-scale fisheries depleted or in decline. At the same 
time, Hawaiians have become reliant on imports, with up 
to 90 percent of food consumed imported. As seafood 
consumption increases globally and climate change 
impacts begin to be felt, Hawaiians will become even 
more dependent on costly imports for subsistence unless 
there is a shift to local, sustainable food production. 
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Weak governance and policy support

The State-sponsored research task force focused on 
subsistence on Molokai recommended instituting a 
policy model that would allow communities to propose 
local management plans for subsistence fishing areas. 
This same task force recommended that the Moʻomomi 
fishery area on the northwest coast of Molokaʻi become 
the pilot demonstration for community-based subsistence 
management. That same year State Legislature passed the 
Hawaiʻi Revised Statute, legally authorizing the Department 
of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) to designate 
Community-Based Subsistence Fishing Areas (CBSFAs) 
across Hawai‘i. Despite this monumental legislative 
act, bureaucratic and political challenges remained, 
and a Mo‘omomi CBSFA has yet to be established. As of 
2020, over 25 years after the legislature passed, just one 
CBSFA has been approved and implemented in Hawaiʻi. 

Encouraged and inspired by Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi, 
this approved CBSFA was established on the Island of 
Kaua’i by the community-based organization and Equator 
Prize winner Hui Makaʻāinana o Makana.  

Unfortunately, many overarching state policies continue 
to be misaligned with sustainable management practices 
honed by Native Hawaiians. Overarching policies do not 
include adaptive management or consider place-based 
knowledge in decision-making processes. In some cases, 
state and national policies oppose responsible fishing 
because it would put economically costly regulations on 
high-demand, high-value commercial fish species. These 
conflicts have led to challenges in reviving traditional 
ecological practices more consistently across the islands. 
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LOCAL RESPONSES 

Responding to declining marine resources

Fishing is integral to all aspects of community life and 
cultural identity on Molokaʻi. Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi 
teaches and reinforces the age-old and proven pono 
fishing practice to leave big, fecund female fish to continue 
reproducing in the ocean. This allows the ecosystem 
to regenerate, providing vital food security for their 
community for generations to come. 

Adaptive, place-based management approaches rely on 
understanding fish reproductive and spawning based on 
the moon and seasonal cycles and their effects.  Hui Mālama 
o Moʻomomi has documented this traditional knowledge 
by creating and publishing lunar and seasonal community 
fishing calendars. Following these calendars allows the 
community to select appropriate times to fish based on 
the spawning time for key species. Other coastal Hawaiian 
communities have admired and emulated these calendars. 

Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi monitors the critically en-
dangered hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata), 
the endangered green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) by 
conducting yearly observations of their nesting sites and 

documenting hatchling survival.  They also observe the 
endangered monk seal (Neomonachus schauinslandi), and 
the endemic endangered coastal plants ‘ōhai (Sesbania 
tomentosa) and ‘akoko. Through their monitoring, local 
action, advocacy, and education efforts, the group helps 
to protect these species. They lead beach cleanups col-
laborating with Sustainable Coastlines Hawaiʻi to assist in 
pollution control and removal of plastics and trash from 
the ocean – both significant drivers of species endanger-
ment. They also advocate for the use of fishing methods 
that diminish the bycatch of species such as the sea turtle.

The practices of konohiki require a comprehensive 
understanding of ecosystems, including the inputs, 
outputs, and interactions of all species. In recent years, 
climate change has had an increasingly large impact on 
these ecosystems. Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi is therefore 
actively working to understand, educate, and take action 
on climate change, by monitoring sea currents, water 
temperature, sand shifting, and fish stocks and working 
on coastal erosion control measures. 

KEY IMPACTS

Responding to declining marine  
resources

 ■ Pono fishing measures have been successfully integrated into the community, with peer-to-peer 
accountability established to support compliance.

 ■ Beach cleanups are held annually.
 ■ Biological resources are monitored monthly by volunteer groups.
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Strengthening resource governance and policy support

Perhaps the most robust response to declining marine 
resources and weak resource governance has been 
Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi’s formal movement toward 
establishing a Community-Based Subsistence Fishing Area 
(CBSFA). This CBSFA would be established by state law, 
recognize the local community as management partners, 
and reaffirm and protect traditional and customary fishing 
practices. Use of the designated area would require 
following pono fishing rules. 

Community leaders see the CBSFA designation as a tool that 
will help them reinforce traditional practices and achieve 
the overall recovery and protection of their local marine 
ecosystem that they need. Community-based resource 
management backed by state regulation would increase 
overall regulatory effectiveness and decrease regulatory 
costs for the state. Sharing management responsibility 
with the community would empower community 
members and increase local self-determination. 

Since 1995, Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi has been developing 
their CBSFA proposal with community members, marine 
and terrestrial scientists, fisherfolk, teachers, students, 
scholars, conservation and community organizations, and 
elected and appointed officials. The goal of this grassroots, 
collaborative approach has been to find an acceptable 
arrangement that would align with current government 
policies, community needs, and other stakeholder 
interests. The formal CBSFA proposal was submitted in 

2017 and public hearings were held in August of 2020, 
with full support expressed by hearing participants. 
The community is waiting for the Division of Aquatic 
Resources (DAR) at the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) to make a decison to move forward 
with the Chapter 91 process. If DAR decides to approve 
the proposal, it will go to the Board of Land and Natural 
Resources (BLNR) for approval and then to the Governor 
for a final decsion.

If approved, the CBSFA will protect 4,403 hectares of 
coastal marine ecosystems, actively managed by the 
community. Management strategies include: 

 ■ regulating eight marine species (limits on catch 
time of day and season as well as fishing/harvesting 
method),  

 ■ limiting commercial activity,
 ■ establishing protections for a nursery area, 
 ■ enacting a moratorium on lobster until they recover,
 ■ creating an area-wide catch reporting system,
 ■ training volunteer resource managers recruited from 

the community,
 ■ educating novice fisherfolk (especially next genera-

tion), and
 ■ developing a monitoring research program to open 

channels of communication and learning between 
scientists and local experts.

KEY IMPACTS 

Strengthening resource governance  
and policy support

 ■ Between 2013 to 2019, over 39,000 people were reached through meetings, field trips, lawaiʻa camps, 
publications, and other individual and group engagements.

 ■ In 2017, the final CBSFA management plan to the state government of Hawaiʻi was submitted, 
integrating inputs from diverse stakeholder groups on Molokaʻi.

 ■ From 2017 to 2020, community public scoping hearings and public hearings for DLNR and Division of 
Aquatic Resources (DAR) were organized and executed. .
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Strengthening traditional ecological knowledge through youth engagement 

Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi is working to create a pathway for 
Indigenous culture and traditional ecological knowledge 
to remain a powerful part of the community. They prepare 
and present projects directly to the community and involve 
residents in the work of managing natural resources. The 
organization reaches out to local and off-island schools to 
increase traditional practice and kūpuna knowledge within 
school curricula. Community members regularly participate 
in pollution clean-ups and waste management efforts, 
monitoring of fisheries and climate change indicators, local 
fishing classes, school field trips, family fishing camps. 

The efforts of Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi has increased 
public awareness about the benefits of restoring traditional 

ecological management practices. Their programs are 
helping young people navigate how to balance western 
norms with traditional cultural values. Young people 
are obtaining advanced degrees and learning about 
kūpuna practices and ecological knowledge. This enables 
them to build a strong and comprehensive foundation 
in sustainable management, drawing from traditional 
ecological knowledge and modern scientific technology. 

Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi has become a model and 
advocate for the formation and growth of other groups 
around Hawaiʻi, significantly increasing their educational 
and advocacy reach beyond Molokaʻi.

KEY IMPACTS

Strengthening traditional ecological  
knowledge through youth engagement

 ■ Over the last 30 years, Hui Mālama o Moʻomomi has provided educational programs for over 800 
hundred youth across the state.

 ■ This includes dive programs, three lawaiʻa ʻohana camps, and over 100 school visits.
 ■ The Mōhala Nā Konohiki program has engaged 15 apprentices and trained them in konohiki monitoring 

and management approaches.
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DATA, MONITORING, & REPORTING 

Over the past 30 to 40 years, Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi 
members have observed and monitored traditional 
subsistence species, endemic species, and endangered 
species in their fishing area. These monitoring efforts 
contributed to multiple goals of the Convention on 
Biological Diversity (CBD), including Article (7) on 
Identification and Monitoring. The group’s findings 
provided significant evidence of the decline in the size, 
population and catch of ula (Spiny Lobster, Panulirus spp.), 
kūmū (Whitesaddle Goatfish, Parupeneus porphyreus), 
uhu (Parrotfish, Scaridae spp.), kole (Goldring Bristletooth, 
Ctenochaetus strigosus), and moi (Polydactylus sexfilis) 
among others. 

Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi’s proposed CBSFA management 
plan incorporates additional training on biodiversity 
community monitoring and reporting activities, including 
how to monitor fishing activities and catch and resource 

conditions. It also proposes implementing a community 
fishery monitoring program that would include:

1. Monitoring permitted fishing activities and catches,

2. Conducting repetitive surveys of spawning 
aggregations,

3. Conducting repetitive surveys of ko’a, 

4. Conducting small-scale experiments that show 
species’ growth rates or compare populations in 
fished and unfished areas, and

5. Conducting scientific research shaped by local 
observation.

The data collected will offer in-depth on-the-ground 
knowledge to accurately monitor the state of marine 
resources in this biodiversity hotspot. 
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POLICY IMPACTS 

National policy impacts

Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi’s work influences policy at local 
and national levels. The group is working to incorporate 
traditional ecological practices into current political 
systems and procedures. Proven ancestral methods for 
conservation management can be leveraged to save 
biodiversity and restore the balance between humans 
and nature. Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi’s work to secure a 
CBSFA represents a decisive step towards national legal 
recognition of the role of native Hawaiian communities in 

sustainable natural resource management. If designated 
as Hawai‘i’s second CBSFA, it will provide a testing ground 
and model for how participatory resource management-- 
and  the full inclusion of the traditional ecological 
knowledge and place-based ecosystem observations 
of Native and local communities — impact successful, 
efficient, and sustainable natural resource management 
in Hawai‘i.

Contributions to the global agenda

At the global level, Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi supports 
the implementation of several important multilateral 
agreements, including the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change  (UNFCCC)  and the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development (2030 Agenda). 
It also offers key contributions to the Aichi Biodiversity 
Targets (ABTs) of the Convention on Biological Diversity. 

The outcomes of Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi’s work in 
protecting subsistence species through place-based 
management are instrumental in achieving ABT 12 on 
preventing extinction and ABT 6, which calls for “all fish and 
invertebrate stocks and aquatic plants to be managed and 
harvested sustainably, legally, and applying ecosystem-
based approaches so that overfishing is avoided.” If 
approved, the Moloka‘i CBSFA will create a framework for 
participatory co-management by Indigenous and local 

communities and incorporate long-standing traditional 
practices and knowledge into the conservation and 
sustainable use of local marine resources. This will 
directly contribute to the realization of ABT 18 on respect 
for Indigenous knowledge for the conservation and 
sustainable use for biodiversity. It will also contribute to 
ABT 11, increasing and improving protected areas.

Through realizing sustainable management of the 
Moloka‘i coastline, restoring subsistence fishing, and 
creating greater local resilience to climate change, Hui 
Mālama o Mo‘omomi is contributing to Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), including SDG 2, ending 
hunger and achieving food security, SDG 12, sustainable 
consumption, SDG 13, taking urgent action on climate, 
and SDG 14, conserving and sustainably using oceans. 

https://unfccc.int/
https://unfccc.int/
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld
https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/
https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/
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REPLICATION, SCALABILITY, AND SUSTAINABILITY

Replication 

Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi has replicated their work 
through growing active community networks across 
Hawai‘i. They helped to establish the E Alu Pū Network 
(Move Forward Together)—a kuleana (community) for 
the ‘āina (land and water). The state-wide network of 36 
communities meets annually to learn from each other 
about restoring and managing their natural resources. In 
2013, Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi helped to found the Maui 
Nui Makai Network, a collaboration of six communities, 
three technical organizations, and three financial sponsors 

to support restoring and managing coastal ecosystems 
through place-based, traditional and cultural practices.  
The network model has also been replicated by others, 
including the Kai Kuleana Network of 11 Hawaiian 
communities. Altogether, Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi has 
contributed to the formation of at least 53 community-
based organizations across Hawai‘i and shared with those 
organizations about the successful tools and techniques 
they use to engage their community (such as family fishing 
camps, field trips, and place-based education and service). 

Scalability

Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi is forming global connections 
with Equator Prize awardees and other Indigenous 
Peoples and local communities who are similarly stepping 
up to lead the conservation and sustainable management 
of our oceans. The model can scale internationally through 
community co-management networks such as the ICCA 
Consortium (an abbreviation for  territories and areas 
conserved by Indigenous Peoples and local communities), 
which aims to achieve conservation and social and cultural 

objectives. The ICCA model is proven to be scalable in 
places where the community is closely connected to a 
well-defined area or species, the community is a major 
player in governing the area, and the community’s 
management decisions lead to conservation of the area. 
If the CBSFA is approved by the state government, this will 
encourage and bolster the growth of the CBSFA model 
across the state.

Sustainability

Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi’s education and outreach have 
resonated with community members, who are increasingly 
re-integrating pono practices. The community has shown 
dedication to and ownership over the stewardship of their 
fishery area with or without formal support of the State. 
The community’s dedication to the area, their dependence 
on subsistence fishing for income and food, and their 
desire to stay engaged with kūpuna knowledge, are good 
indicators that community conservation initiatives will be 
sustainable, long-term, and effective. 

Adjacent property owners and stewards along the 
Moloka‘i northern coast are partners in the aim of reviving 
traditional subsistence management practices, including 
Moloka‘i Land Trust, The Nature Conservancy, Moloka‘i 
Ranch, Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, State 
of Hawai‘i Department of Health, State of Hawai‘i, and 
the sole private landowner along this area. This broad, 
cross-sectoral collaboration indicates strong support for 
successful implementation and longevity of the proposed 
management plan.

http://kuahawaii.org/e-alu-pu/
https://www.mauinui.net/
https://www.mauinui.net/
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FUTURE PLANS
Upon approval, Hui Mālama o Mo‘omomi will implement the CBSFA in partnership with the Hawaiian 
State Government and other involved partners and stakeholders. This will involve implementing multiple 
programs, including their area-wide catch reporting system, which trains local volunteer resource managers 
to regulate the area and assist the state officials in enforcement. They will also initiate the Monitoring 
Research Program, which will invite fishery managers and scientists to interact with master fisherfolk 
and resource specialists, developing communication channels to bring together biological research with 
the local place-based observations and ecological knowledge. Local knowledge may offer interesting 
benefits to scientific research, especially since this knowledge comes from long-term, sophisticated 
ecosystem observations that are highly adapted to the local context. Finally, the group plans to launch a 
new educational program for the continued learning of kūpuna fishing practices and traditional ecological 
knowledge and values by Moloka‘i community members, especially youth.

PARTNERS
 ■ Aha Kiole o Moloka‘i: Organization supporting 

traditional Hawaiian methodologies and knowledge 
when addressing cultural and natural resource 
management.

 ■ Ahupua‘a o Ho‘olehua: Moloka‘i homesteaders 
association.

 ■ The Bishop Museum: Natural and cultural history 
museum in the state of Hawai‘i.

 ■ Conservation International Hawai‘i: Co-developed 
the Mōhala Nā Konohiki apprentice program and 
supports ‘Ohana Camps (family fishing camps) to 
pass on traditional knowledge and practices to local 
youth on Moloka‘i and across Hawai‘i. 

 ■ E Alu Pū: Network of 36 communities learning from 
each other about how to better steward nature. 

 ■ Juniroa Productions: A video production company 
incorporated in 1985 producing television program-
ming for and about the Native Hawaiian community. 

 ■ Kalaupapa National Park: National Park on the north 
shore of Moloka‘i.

 ■ Kamehameha Schools: A world-class school system 
championing every Hawaiian learner to explore their 
potential to lead Hawai‘i’s lāhui and inspire the world.

 ■ KUA: KUA (meaning backbone) raises funds for the E 
Alu Pū network to convene annually.

 ■ Kula‘ia Canoe Festivals: Education and advocacy 
community event put on by the ‘Aha Kiole o Moloka‘i 
of the Department of Land and Natural Resources

 ■ Kula Kaiāpuni o Kualapu‘u: Brings Hawaiian 
Language students and teachers to Mo‘omomi to 

learn about the stories and ecological practices of 
the place.

 ■ Maui Nui Makai Network: Supports Hui’s activities, 
connects them to funding, and provides technical 
support. 

 ■ Moanalua High School: Offers a rigorous compre-
hensive curriculum, with college preparatory, 
advanced placement, career-technical education, 
English as a second language and special 
education courses.

 ■ Moloka‘i Land Trust: A land trust created to protect 
and restore natural and cultural resources of Moloka’I 
for the benefit of the future generations, including 
the Mokio Preserve. 

 ■ The Nature Conservancy: Member of the E Alu Pū 
network, provides technical conservation support, 
and manages the Mo‘omomi and Pelekunu preserves 
along the Moloka‘i northern coast.

 ■ The Office of Hawaiian Affairs: A semi-autonomous 
state agency improving the wellbeing of all Native 
Hawaiians.

 ■ ‘Ōiwi TV: produces top-quality documentaries, news 
and multimedia content from a uniquely Hawaiian 
perspective. 

 ■ ‘Ōlelo TV: O‘ahu’s nonprofit community Public, 
Education, and Government (PEG) access provider, 
created to empower the voice of the community.

 ■ Pacific American Foundation: Native Hawaiian 
Organization providing culturally-relevant educa-
tional resources and stewarding the ancient Waikalua 
Loko I’a, a fishpond and outdoor classroom. 
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 ■ Sustainable Moloka‘i: Local, grassroots group 
conducting education and advocacy to inspire youth 
and Moloka‘i residents to restore ‘āina momona 
(abundance) to the land and people.

 ■ University of Hawai‘i: State university system with 
ten campuses across Hawai‘i. 

 ■ Western Pacific Regional Fisheries Council: One 
of eight regional fishery management councils 
established by Congress in 1976.
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